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MICHIGAN’S LOGISTICS AND
SUPPLY CHAIN Strategic Plan for 2013-2014
and Windsor and a renewed focus to invest in our infrastructure
needs will create a more efficient transportation system to promote economic growth.
Outcomes of this strategic plan will be determined by effective
execution and continued collaboration. My administration,
through the Michigan Economic Development Corportation,
the Michigan Department of Transportaion, and the Michigan
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development, will continue to coordinate with leaders and experts in the private and
nonprofit sectors as we put this plan into action to create more
The plan before you is a natural outgrowth of our overall strategy
and better jobs in Michigan.
to reinvent Michigan including state budget reforms, lower business taxes, eliminating burdensome regulations, and connecting
Thank you for your support and contribution to this effort.
business with the right talent. it will be driven by our location,
Working together, we are reinventing Michigan in a way that
infrastructure, industrial base and supply chain capabilities.
works better for everyone.
I am pleased to present Michigan’s Logistics and Supply Chain 2013-2020 strategic
plan. What you are about to read is a testament to relentless positive action. It was
developed in collaboration with state business, economic development, university, non-profit, and government leaders. It is our blueprint to build a logistics and supply
chain ecosystem that creates new opportunities for Michigan
businesses and citizens.

Key advantages for Michigan include our location as a key entry
Sincerly,
point to the North American market, nine international crossings
Rick Snyder
with Canada, and hav ing one of the world’s largest concentraGovernor
tions of manufactuers and suppliers. It aligns with other action
we are taking to improve our business climate. Our agreement
with Canada for the construction on a new bridge between Detroit
For more information turn to page 10-11
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The Transportation Club of Detroit
OFFICERS
President - David Pierce ~ Evans Distribution Systems
Executive Vice President - Lori Barresi ~ ASAP Drug Screening
Vice President - Kevin Dowd ~ Sylectus
Secretary/Treasurer - Dino Gargasoulas ~ Landstar
Ex Officio - Peter Daly ~ Vascor Ltd.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Teresa Koch ~ Triple Crown Services
David Olshansky ~ DriverSource
Marty Colbeck ~ Auto Warehousing
Sonny Sebastian ~ Dynamic Railroad Consulting, LLC
Bob Rays ~ Three Star Trucking
Fritz Damn ~ Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary
Biagio Antogiovanni ~ Dynamic Railroad
Alex Miller ~ The Law Office of Alex Miller
Ted Janeway ~ NYK Line
Leighann Vallimont ~ Northfield Trucking Co.
Sharon Blumenoz ~ Automation Alley
Greg Zink ~ MRPR Group
Wyatt Sweeny ~ MRPR Group
Tom Senopole ~ Point Dedicated Services
Karl Randolph ~ The Outbound Group

TCD SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEES
President - Scott Morrow ~ QJM Enterprises
Wyatt Sweeny ~ MRPR Group
Roger Buysse ~ Fourth Seacoast Publishing Co.
Harry Zoccoli ~ The Outbound Group
Joe Rubino ~ Universal
Jim Hollis ~ CMAC Transportation
Peter Daly ~ Vascor Ltd.
David Pierce ~ Evans Distribution Systems
Kevin Dowd ~ Sylectus

BUSINESS COMMITTEES
Nominations Committee
Peter Daly ~ Vascor Ltd.
David Pierce ~ Evans Distribution Systems

Media Committee
Kevin Dowd ~ Sylectus
Harry Zoccoli ~ The Outbound Group
David Olshansky ~ DriverSource
Karl Randolph ~ The Outbound Group
Chuck Simmons ~ MRA Inc.

EVENT COMMITTEES
Casino Night
Harry Zoccoli ~ The Outbound Group
David Olshansky ~ DriverSource
Kevin Dowd ~ Sylectus

Nat’l Transport Week
David Pierce ~ Evans Distribution Systems
Leighann Vallimont ~ Northfield Trucking
Karl Randolph ~ The Outbound Group
Lori Barresi ~ ASAP Drug Screening
Ted Janeway ~ NYK Line
Mike Pipia ~ Guardian Industries Inc.
Dorothy Burns ~ Universal
Dan Klebba ~ Ryder Transportation
Marty Colbeck ~ Auto Warehousing

Golf Outing
Dino Gargosoulas ~ Landstar
Lori Barresi ~ ASAP Drug Screening
Teresa Koch ~ Triple Crown Services
David Olshansky ~ DriverSource
Kevin Dowd ~ Sylectus
Dan Klebba ~ Ryder Transportation
Jon Ostrowski

Tiger Outing
Harry Zoccoli ~ The Outbound Group
Kevin Dowd ~ Sylectus
Lang Ware ~ 3 J Enterprises

Scholarship Dinner
Lori Baressi ~ ASAP Drug Screening
Peter Daly ~ Vascor Ltd.
David Pierce ~ Evans Distribution Systems
Kevin Dowd ~ Sylectus
Sonny Sebastian ~ Dynamic Railroad Consulting, LLC
Fritz Damn ~ Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary
Harry Zoccoli ~ The Outbound Group
David Olshansky ~ DriverSource
Natalie Sebastian ~ Dynamic Railroad Consulting, LLC
Dorthy Burns ~ Universal

Toys for Tots
Teresa Koch ~ Triple Crown Service
Bill Champe ~ Trucks by Design, LLC
Doroty Burns ~ Universal
Mike Pipia ~ Guardian Industries Inc.

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
Angelo Matera - Qualcomm
Peter Daly ~ Vascor Ltd.
Lori Morrow ~ PartnersAdvantage, LLC
Mark Jarin ~ CMAC Transportation
Andrea Princehorn ~ ProDrivers
Sharon Blumeno ~ Automation Alley
Carl Bumgardner ~ Royal Truck and Trailer
Lori Baressi ~ ASAP Drug Screening
Anthony Raimondo ~ Pilot Freight Services

COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE
Fritz Damn ~ Scopelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary
Greg Zink ~ MRPR Group
Alex Miller ~ The Law Office of Alex Miller
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Transportation Club of Detroit Elects
New President, David Pierce
DETROIT, Mich. — At their Annual Meeting, the Transportation Club of Detroit (TCD) elected new board members, including appointing David Pierce as the club
president. The TCD Annual Meeting was held at the Detroit
Athletic Club on Jan. 30, 2014. The installation of officers
was performed by Wayne County Circuit Court Judge
Lawrence Talon.
Pierce is the executive director of global development at
Evans Distribution Systems and is a recognized leader in
the transportation and logistics industries. He is also the
executive chairman for the Ergin Osman Memorial Scholarship Fund which provides financial support for disabled
U.S. military veterans whose injuries were suffered during
hostile action. Pierce’s efforts, along with efforts of retired
Col. Hugh McLeod and retired Army Col. John Macik and
many others, have helped draw awareness to the fund and its cause.
During his acceptance speech, Pierce said “we need to grow the TCD membership to more than 400 members”. The current
membership is around 200, which Pierce says is a personal goal of his to improve. “We’re pleased to have such an enthusiastic
and likeable person as our president, he will help us achieve new goals …he has already helped us achieve so much” said
Kevin Dowd, the club’s secretary and treasurer. In 2013, the club provided $20,000 in scholarships to college students interested in transportation careers.
At Evans Distribution Systems, Pierce develops relationships with customers to provide transportation solutions for automotive, manufacturing, food and beverage, consumer packaged goods and other industries. “Dave is a key player at Evans
and is excellent at developing existing customer relationships as well as creating new ones” said Tony Trocki, general manager
of transportation at Evans Distribution Systems.
The TCD is an organization which promotes and encourages the highest standards of education and technical competence
among the members of the transportation industry. The club was founded in 1984 and was formerly known as the Traffic
Club of Detroit. To find out more information about TCD, visit www.transportationclubofdetroit.com.

Congratulations to the
Gargasoulas Family
on their new addition!
Andreas Vasilios Gargasoulas
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From Your President
David G. Pierce ~ President
Dear Current, Retired and New Members,
Thank you for your support and interest in the Transportation Club of Detroit. The multi phases of transportation in this high
shipping volume market has been supported by this fine club. We serve to motive, educate and support future growth through
our scholarship program. Last year we gave away $20,000 to students in studying in the Logistics fields.
In 2014 all of us Officers, Directors, Members and guests must bond together to continue to grow this Clubs member base,
increase the educational opportunities, grow our scholarship funds and review our event calendar.
1) Grow our membership base especially shippers
2) Increase our educational opportunities and listings
3) Grow our scholarship fund pool accounts
4) Review our Event Calendar to have events that grow revenue
I’m humbled to be taking over for Peter Daly, who did a masterful job of directing this club in 2013. We have an awesome
group of officers with Lori Baresi, Kevin Dowd our Board of Directors, Past Presidents and hard working members. I want
to thank Lori Morrow for her outstanding job as Club Manager as well. Join us for the this years calendar of events:
Casino Night National Transportation Week Golf June Detroit Tiger Night Golf September
Annual Scholarship Dinner Toys for Tots
I encourage you to get involved and join a committee. This is your Club available to all and your continued support is valued
more than you know.
Sincerely,
David G. Pierce

FULL LINE DEALER
PARTS DEPARTMENT WITH DELIVERY
SERVICE DEPARTMENT WITH
MOBILE SERVICE TRUCKS
CALL
TOM NOWATZKE / TOM HOWELL / MARK TREZONA
734-729-9700 OFFICE TNTTRAILERSALES.COM
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Transportation Club of Detroit

Fall Golf Outing
Links of Novi

September 12, 2014
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2013 Annual
Scholarship Dinner
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Detroit Yacht Club
~ Thursday , October 24, 2013 ~
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How Mobile Fleet Management Technology Will Take the
Transportation Industry into the Future
By Stu Sutton, Sylectus
Smartphones, tablets, BYOD, no matter what you call it—mobile technology is perhaps one of the biggest trends to positively impact the
transportation industry in 2013, and it’s a trend that I expect to continue
to make taking giant leaps forward in 2014.
The proliferation of devices available (to drivers) and the computing
power they possess has exploded over the course of not only 2013, but
the past decade. In fact, while some people actually perceive the trucking industry as low-tech, it was one of the first industries to effectively
use wireless networking applications to enhance productivity—using
wireless technology as early as the late 1980s. From smartphones to
tablets—drivers may now use their personal mobile devices to stay connected with fleet managers, partner carriers, other drivers and customers 24 hours a day, seven days a week and 365 days a year.
In 2013, for example, the transportation industry saw the proliferation of advanced network connectivity as wireless vendors continued
to expand their reach. It also saw a huge variety of new applications enter the market (including our Android-based Sylectus Mobile application, for example), as well as growth in the availability of channels that make it easy to download the “latest and greatest” apps to
help enhance operations and make a driver’s job easier and more efficient.
At Sylectus, we’ve been long-anticipating the positive impact of mobile technology on the transportation industry—that’s why we created
fleet tracking solutions that allow companies to turn any ordinary cell phone into a powerful tracking device to monitor not only its own
fleets, but also third-party drivers—safely and affordably. It has become clear to us that giving drivers the power to turn their personal
mobile devices into full-fledged fleet management tools will be the fuel that powers the next big productivity boost for the industry in the
next two –to three years.
In the coming years, I also expect to see further advancements in mobile technology that will make it possible to share data across
fleets—meaning a driver will soon be able to update load information regardless of who gives him the load. This type of technology is
already being developed, but I expect it has the flexibility to do even more, and that’s a capability we at Sylectus are committed to exploring to provide our customers with better, faster and more powerful mobile fleet management technology solutions today and tomorrow.
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to our 2014 Annual Dinner Sponsors
PLATINUM SPONSORS
DriverSource
Dynamic Railroad
Reefer Peterbuilt

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

AIAG
Auto Warehouse
Cassens Transport
CN Railroad
Hansen & Adkins Auto Transport
Hrycay Consulting Engineers
MRPR Group
Scopelitis Garvin Light
Hanson & Feary
Universal
Voith

AIT Worldwide
Evans Distribution
Interstate Truck Source
Omnitracs
Salvation Army SE MI
Sylectus
The Outbound Group
Zinkan
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MICHIGAN’S LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN
Strategic Plan for 2013-2014
MISSION
To lower cost, reduce time and remove risk for firms by developing an efficient logistics and supply
chain ecosystem that leverages our assets and provides opportunities for collaboration and partnership.
OBJECTIVES
Enable logistics and supply chain solutions to create
more and better jobs.
Collaborate with industry and regional partners to
identify and prioritize initiatives to improve regional
competitiveness in Michigan and the Great Lakes
MEGA region.
Develop strategic marketing programs and campaigns that promote Michigan’s supply chain capabilities and leverage its location and natural
resources.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Michigan is aggressively reinventing itself to
accelerate economic success for businesses.
Action is being taken to create a positive business environment by eliminating burdensome
business taxes and more than 1,000 unnecessary regulations since April 20111. State
leadership has embraced asset-based economic development, with a focus on a strong
economic foundation for business that includes a safe, efficient and low-cost logistics
and supply chain network.

Prioritize infrastructure and policy initiatives that will
increase our competitive advantage, reduce cost,
save time, and support value-added supply chain activity.

Recognizing the importance and value of
Michigan’s logistics and supply chain assets
and opportunities, Governor Rick Snyder initiated a cross-discipline task force, made up
Support the growth of Michigan’s innovative industry of industry, association, academic and overnbase with world-class supply chain infrastructure
ment leaders to craft a Michigan Logistics
and talent.
and Supply Chain (LSC) Strategy. This strategy
is a living multi-year vision to grow revenue and reduce the cost of doing business in Michigan,
securing good jobs for our citizens.
This work is vital for Michigan’s businesses, its citizens and their future prosperity.
The strategy builds on Michigan’s strengths: business innovation, strategic location educational
resources, skilled talent and leadership. These strengths allow Michigan to leverage its logistics
and supply Chain Assets to compete in the global economy. Success will be driven by solutionoriented collaboration among private industry, industrial associations, economic developers, universities, chambers, non-profit entities and government. There will be an immediate focus on the
state’s logistics and supply chain network and business-to-business connections. Implementing
the strategy will be challenging, but the results of shared reward and success will catalyze economic growth and opportunity.
1 www.michigan.gov/orr

(continued)
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CALL TO ACTION
The logistics and supply chain strategy advances the reinvention of Michigan. It enhances Michigan’s asset-based economic develpment strategy by developing a foundation for a logistics and
supply chain ecosystem that focuses on business, leverages assets with the greatest opportunity
to enhance growth, and emphasizes collaboration. It creates a more competitive business environment for our firms by lowering cost, reguding time and removing risk, while supporting the
creation of jobs and opportunity. This strategy identifies five objectives focused on the collaboratin and investment necessary to develop a strong foundation. Each objective is supported with
an at least one action that will be the launch point for implementation.
The support of this strategy is imperative for Michigan’s success. Logistics and supply chain activity impacts every industry and region in Michigan. It connects us to global markets and is the
link to the global economy. Gaining the input, support and participation of our business firms, regions and industries will significantly impact the success of this strategy and our businesses’
competitiveness in Michigan.
Ensuring your engaement in this strategy is essential. Michigan needs your partnership to implement this strategy and continue this vital work. The states and course of our economic future rely
on you action and enerty. The opportunity and vision are well defined, now all that remains is to
agressively pursue our true potential for economic prosperity. We can do this, but only through
comprehensive collaboration, active engagement and relentless positive action.

The purpose of the logistics and supply chain strategy is to create
a vision in which stakeholders can engage, develop consensus,
and drive implementation plans to help meet goals. Ensuring
your engagement in this strategy is essential. Michigan needs
your partnership to implement this stategy and contnue this vital
work.
Please join our reinvention ty emailing LSC@michigan.org or visiting michiganbusiness.org/LSC.
For the full outline on Michigan’s Logistics and Supply Chain
Strategic Plan for 2013-2014 visit
www.michiganbusiness.org/cm/files/reports/logistics_strategic_plan-12.pdf
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Michigan set export record in 2013
LANSING — From beer to blueberries to basketball courts, Michigan companies sold more goods to foreign countries
last year, placing it among 16 states to set export records in 2013.
The Great Lakes state ranked 8th in total merchandise exports with $58.5 billion in 2013, up 3 percent from 2012, according to recently released federal trade statistics.
"These export numbers show that Michigan exporters continue to take advantage of international growth opportunities
to diversify their market portfolios and grow their businesses, which benefits the local economy," Kendra Kuo, acting
director of the U.S. Commercial Service in Grand Rapids, said in a statement. "By selling internationally, many of these
exporters are better able to weather changes in the economy while building their global competitiveness and supporting
jobs here at home."
Canada received about 44 percent of Michigan's exports in 2013, followed by Mexico with 21 percent, China with 7
percent, Germany with 3 percent and Japan with 2 percent.
Transportation equipment accounts for nearly half of all Michigan's export dollars at $28.9 billion, followed by $5.1
billion in machinery (except electrical), $4.5 billion in chemicals, $3.1 billion in computer and electronic products and
$2.5 billion in primary metal manufacturing, according to the International Trade Administration.
Nationally, merchandise exports grew 2 percent to $1.6 trillion last year. That's up 50 percent from 2009. The total
value of U.S. goods and services exported in 2013 was $2.3 trillion, up nearly $700 billion since 2009.
While exports have increased, it doesn't appear they'll reach President Barack Obama's 2010 goal
of doubling exports by 2015. He also called for adding 2 million export-supported jobs by the end of
2014. About 9.8 million jobs were supported by exports in 2012, the most recent data available.
That's up 1.3 million since 2009.
"We know for a fact, that for every $1 billion in exports nearly 5,000 jobs are supported across
our nation, and with more than 95 percent of the world's potential consumers
residing outside our borders, exports will continue to be an important driver
of the local and national economy," U.S. Secretary of Commerce Penny
Pritzker said in a statement.
* Article By Melissa Anders from February 11, 2014 at www.mlive.com
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Michigan to boost logistics industry
Michigan’s goal of fostering a robust logistics industry got a boost Tuesday as the state’s new Commission for Logistics and Supply
Chain Collaboration met for the first time in Lansing.
The state hopes to develop a statewide strategy featuring Michigan’s logistics capabilities. Already a leader in just-in-time inventory
controls in the automotive industry, Michigan aims to further capitalize on its proximity to Canada, on the planned New International
Trade Crossing bridge between Detroit and Windsor, and the capacity of Metro Airport.
“Michigan is the global automotive capital and the busiest national border crossing in North America, which translates into a profound
opportunity for businesses to utilize our supply-chain expertise in trade with Canada and beyond,” said Frederick Schlemmer, chief
financial officer of SteelPro, a collection of companies in steel transportation and warehousing.
Schlemmer is one of seven members representing the state’s largest corporations, small businesses, economic development agencies and academia appointed last fall to the commission by Gov. Rick Snyder.
The commission will advise state agencies on freight transportation and supply-chain management issues. It operates as a board
within the Michigan Economic Development Corp.
Michael Finney, president and CEO of MEDC, said that in the next six months, the commission will focus on connecting regional
and local economic development organizations in a statewide supply-chain strategy to assist businesses moving materials and
products to and from Michigan.
Finney said the benefits will include reducing costs and improving delivery times, thereby increasing profitability and boosting employment.
Ultimately, Michigan leaders hope to promote a coordinated supply-chain support for businesses stretching from the Upper Peninsula to northwest Ohio and southern Ontario.
MEDC noted that supply-chain management has become one of the country’s most popular four-year business degrees.
*Article from February 11th edition of Detroit Free Press

Y

CALL 231-578-7989 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Is Walmart's WAVE Concept Truck The
Fuel-Efficient Future Of Semis?
Heavy-duty trucks spend more time on the road than passenger vehicles, so improving their efficiency can have a major effect on emissions--and their owners' bottom lines. That's why Walmart is getting
into the truck-design business with the WAVE--Walmart Advanced
Vehicle Experience--concept. With its aerodynamic cab, the WAVE
certainly doesn't look like any other large truck currently on U.S.
roads.
The design was achieved in part by placing the driver in the center
of the cab. The steering wheel is flanked by LCD screens--in place
of conventional gauges--and there is a sleeping compartment directly behind the driver's pod. The WAVE features a range-extended electric powertrain, consisting of a Capstone micro-turbine and an electric motor. To reduce weight, the entire truck is made of carbon fiber--including the trailer.
Walmart says this is the first example of a carbon-fiber trailer ever produced, and that its 53-foot side panels are the first
single pieces of carbon fiber that large that have ever manufactured. Like the tractor, the trailer was also designed for optimum
aerodynamic efficiency. It features a convex nose, which not only reduces aerodynamic drag but has the added of benefit
of increasing cargo space in the trailer.
Walmart says the carbon-fiber trailer is around 4,000 pounds lighter than a conventional one, allowing a truck to carry more
freight without the need for increased power or fuel consumption. The retail giant did not reveal any plans to produce the
WAVE, and in fact it would be highly unlikely to get into the truck business. But it's far from the only company encouraging
ways to make big trucks more efficient.
The streamlined AirFlow BulletTruck achieved 13.4 mpg on a recent cross-country trip, while Peterbilt and Cummins' "SuperTruck" achieved 10.7 mpg earlier this year. Those numbers may not sound impressive, but they're significant improvements for vehicles that typically get 5 or 6 mpg. They'll also be necessary in the near future: President Barack Obama has
directed the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to draft a new set of fuel-economy rules for medium and heavy-duty
trucks. These standards will take effect in 2019 and run through 2025, picking up where the current standards--which date
to 2011--leave off.
By Stephen Edelstein | Green Car Reports http://autos.yahoo.com/news
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Let the VIA
be a piece in
your marketing
puzzle!
Advertise in the VIA

Promote your company while supporting your club!
FULL PAGE

$200.00 $

HALF PAGE

$100.00 $

THIRD PAGE

$70.00

$

January - April Spring Edition

QUARTER PAGE

$50.00

$

May - August Summer Edition

BUSINESS CARD

$25.00

$

WANT AD

$15.00

$

Publish Ad in

September - December Fall Edition

TOTAL $
SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
• Companies are responsible for all artwork, grammar, punctuation & spelling.
• All ads must be pre-paid prior /print.
• Please indicate what Edition your company would like to published in (see above).

Name_______________________________________

Phone ___________________

Company ______________________________________________________________________
Email _________________________________________________________________________
Credit Card Number ________________________________Exp. Date ____________________
Options for payment are: Fax your order to 248-928-0378, phone in your order to 248-528-0808.
Visa , MC, Discover and Amex are accepted.
Checks payable to the Transportation Club of Detroit should be mailed to the TCD office at
39111 W. Six Mile Rd., Suite 154, Livonia, MI 48152
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Welcome To Our

New Members....

Jim Nagle
Bolt Express, LLC
John Jamian
Detroit/ Wayne County Port Authority
Brett Kull
Alliance Inspection Management

Winter Edition 2014

UPCOMING
EVENTS
March 21
Casino Night/Atheneum Suite Hotel
May
National Transportation Week - TBD
June 5
Spring Golf Outing/Lakes of Taylor
July
Tigers Outing/Comerica Park

Dave Cook
Transforce Inc.

September 11
Fall Golf Outing/
Links of Novi
October
Annual Dinner - TBD

Kevin Waite
Dynamic Railroad Consulting, LLC
Linda Sansovich
Boasso America
Harry Warner
Waterfront Petroleum Terminal Company
Jason Smith
Waterfront Petroleum Terminal Company

Mark your calendar and we look
forward to you joining us
for these events!

Byron Thomas
Waterfront Petroleum Terminal Company
Pete Graham
Dynamic Railroad Consulting, LLC

TCD OFFICE
39111 W. Six Mile Rd., Suite 154, Livonia, MI 48152
Tel. 248.528.0808 Fax 248.928.0378
E-mail: tcd@transportationclubofdetroit.com
Website: www.transporationclubofdetroit.com
Monday through Friday
Fax Message Services and E-mail Operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Communications are retrieved same day or next business day.
for returned checks by bank for insufficient funds. You will be charged $35.00

DISCLAIMER
Articles submitted to VIA are the responsibility of the contributor, VIA accepts no responsiblity for correcting grammer,
punctuation, spelling or typographical errors. Articles and advertisements are the responsibility of the author.

